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[I]f you’re going to buy a of pants you want them to be tight
enough so everyone will want to go to bed with you. There’s
nothing metaphysical about it. Unless of course, you flatter yourself into thinking that what you’re experiencing is “yearning.”
— Frank O’Hara

E di to r ’s N o te

The other night, after the Writers’ Circles that In/Words facilitates at the
Bridgehead in the Glebe, a bunch of writers proceeded to a pub across the street to
converse about creativity, poetry, and language. This might sound too much like a
stereotypical poet conversation, but you can imagine that this situation is the poetry
community’s equivalent to a beer league baseball team going out for pitchers after a
game and talking about player stats in MLB. Anyway, a fellow writer made a generalizing statement about poetry that I just had to jot down in my notebook. This
statement is not and will not be the only generalized theory on poetry that I ever
write down. In/Words’ founding editor and continuing editor-in-chief often says
that poetry and art are meant to promote political and social change for the greater
good. New York poet Frank O’Hara wrote in his manifesto that poetry is a means to
interact directly with an individual; a poem should be “between two persons instead
of two pages”. This writer from the other night, however, said that poetry is just the
use of language unconventionally.
In the editorial for In/Words 13.1, my co-editors supported the notion that
meaning is expressed by language. Thus, when this is considered alongside the idea
that the unconventional usage of language is the basic element of poetry, the manipulation of language in poetry is arguably the only literary method for expressing the
individuality and universality of experiences. With that said, I would like to welcome
you to Volume 13.2 of In/Words Magazine and another issue that is chock-full of poems that are unique in their presentation of selfish shellfish, country-specific customary formalities, and decorative earthenware. While these poems play with form and
language, they all also express the significance of connecting with others, either intimately or publicly. So, while we continue to fight in the battle for promoting poetry
as a relevant (and fun and entertaining and interesting and effective and efficient) art
form, we also wish to emphasize a continued interest in the various forms of community formed by and in Canadian poetry.
Most of the poets featured in this issue are from our great poetry community
here in Canada’s capital city, and we are consistently proud to support and be associated with such an extraordinary group of people. We are also consistently humbled
by the stellar submissions by poets from outside our home city, and we are glad to
include some of those in these pages. So, get ready for an abundance of unconventional poetics, and we hope you will continue to support our inclusive and growing
community.
—CHRIS JOHNSON
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P O ERY BY D A LTO N D E R K S O N

a d e lp h o s
it was in philadelphia
that i realized
our politics are all wrong.
enough with the suits
and ties and multisyllabic words i wish
i’d never learned to spell.
foreign relations should
be handled by the beerdrinkers and knucklegrinders
the pabst blue collar
with dirt under their nails
from working the terra
into someone worth knowing.
and where else
but the city of love and adelphos
to hold our conventions?
roll us all in to a
rich living complex
with down pillows and
satin sheets fluffed
and folded at regular intervals.
meanwhile we’ll hoard
ourselves on free coffee
from the lobby like the cheap,
swilling bastards we are because
waste not; want not
and—oh that’s a good one
we should write that down
for later when we propose a new
4
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constitution to replace this old one
we mucked up with beer & cheese
from geno’s american wits.
me and the adelphos
have been chewing ‘em but
not quite swallowing.
see, geno makes a mean sandwich,
mean as the bugger himself
when he explained to me
(in american)
his home-brew policies
on immigration and institutions.
and it was there in philadelphia
that i realized our policy
may be wrong but ol’ geno’s
a helluva lot wronger
and—shit
i guess i’ll have to write up
a referendum and maybe
throw a knot in my tie...
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P O ERY BY D A LTO N D E R K S O N

p a st p a s qua
the valley of the french
cries who-oo calls
with a gaping mouth
that spreads wide between
echo and katepwa
where the water swallows
the standing buffalo
with their stray dogs
and the forever parked cars
of a nation
gathered at the gas station
before making its way
to the million dollar
summer homes
the old forts
and protected beaches
movie theatres and car dealers
nestled within the walls
where they sip from rivers
whose assiniboine arms stretch
from indian head to winnipeg
hold the water
for rupert and hudson
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Grim
i thought i saw you last tuesday
at the gnarled ox head of a boulevard
i saw you sprinkle last year’s stars onto park benches
i thought i saw you clutching a cow’s heart
i thought i saw a calf spring forth from your coat sleeve
and it stared through my knotted sweater
and it saw the hole
and it curled up inside to keep warm
i thought i saw your teeth bared
i thought i saw the last of you

V OL. N º 13.2
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w h e n i t i s t o o l a t e to s ay n o
you are waiting for a nighttime
stare into the riverside parking lot until dents appear
as permanent raindrops on the sea-smooth car hood
let bristled wheat shafts fuse into loaves along the horizon
and think about sandwiches
and think about your mother making one for you
knowing something would happen but not thinking this
spill and splash these thoughts murky-clear on shore rocks
like broken nails into a dumpster until the dents deepen
and as they slide back shore-side throw them again
so the ocean roars for you
and she roars again
it it evening and her half-closed eye glares through everything
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Ge r ma n C ut l e r y Eti q u ette
You greet me:
With your otherness.
With your shall-we, may-I, must-we vernacular.
With your first date, first touch, first kiss I and Thous.
[The I that does not know Thou,
the Thou that cannot be known.]
I practice in the bathroom mirror:
Guten Morgen.
Guten Tag.
Guten Abend.
Morning, afternoon, evening.
Morgen, Tag, Abend.
You ask me:
Shall we sit in the shadow?
Not realizing the shadow is the shade.
The shade is the shadow.
I tell you:
Welcome to America.
Only foreigners say fantastic.
Only foreigners say magnificent.
Only foreigners say marvelous.
You imagine me saying:
This isn’t English 101.
This isn’t Europe.
This isn’t you.

V OL. N º 13.2
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Your father asks:
Liest du noch Bücher auf Deutsch?
Do you still read in German?
Pointing to the book you’re reading.
Nein. You harden and look down.
Nein. You no longer read in German.
Nein. You no longer seduce with shall-we, may-I, must-we.
You no longer.
You tell me:
Willkommen in Deutschland.
Welcome to Germany.
Only foreigners smile at strangers.
Only foreigners banter with bartenders.
Only foreigners pass their plates to the server.
I imagine you saying:
This isn’t small town America.
This isn’t Denny’s.
This isn’t the working class.
This isn’t you.
Cross your cutlery on the plate
Chew with your mouth closed.
Wipe that smile off your face.
I ask you:
Is this language or is this power structure?
Is this cutlery or is this class division?
Is this what I with Thou feels like?
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H e a t Wav e
the city’s spine
is cracking
and Rideau Street
is sweating
raw bones
ribs of Nelson,
Chapel, Friel,
clamp hot steel
around unwary ankles
and summer smells
hang wet
clinging to the shoes
of derelicts
I crawl home
beneath layers
of last night’s makeup,
on the forty-minute
pilgrimage
to the brown
suburban lawns
where housewives
shed tears
to nourish
day lilies,
to where
you and I
are apart again,
raw throated
and parched
V OL. N º 13.2
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Ba t h t ub
The world blinked again.
One more strike of the eyelash—
downward.
These tiles, this paper,
I’m still here.
Fold me back into possibility.
Only in love, I find this world enough.
It’s back to the bathtub,
where memories accumulate
like lines on a door frame
marking each year.
I used to be a mermaid
when I was small.
Awkward, I imagined I was beautiful,
with my hair swaying like seaweed.
Something less innocent happened:
cupped breasts,
a poke at my back,
and fingers inside me.
When my mother died,
I tried to count the ceiling tiles,
but they stretched out
scary—
infinite like space
Back to the bathtub
where there’s an argument
inside my ribcage:
The one that pumps says,
‘I am aching.’
The ones that breathe say,
‘You’ll be fine.’
12
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H u ma n
cold morning hands
slippery eel skin
[non]human flesh
saber-tooth rib
I eat at midnight
among [non]humans
silent under full moon
unlock the window
for a boneless skeleton
[non]human voice
snakes like fingers—
stay here tonight
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Ab o u t T he O y s t e r
It is a delicacy
just
not for me
pools like sputum in a nacreous shell
me? taste
this?
smells of musty olive
squirt lemon, make it tangy, you’ll see
lemon makes the oyster squirm in its skirt
I squirm
we
are
alive
we have a heart
its mantle shimmers
I dream
of silver lustre
warmed by pink skin
if I were
blessed
with the oyster’s talent
to encyst
irritants
I’d be wearing
by now

orbs glowing blueish grey

in

gemlike

spheres

a very long sautoir of pearls.
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Kin sh ip
the leaf of rice paper
screens from my sight
the rice-grower who
never learns to write
plods through mud in her paddy
unmoved by the snake
that undulates

V OL. N º 13.2
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P O ETRY B Y ELIZA B E TH M C G E E

Bla ck m a pl e
I stood tall
winter starch in bole
filling black maple
roots
Spring came
you bore
holes in thick bark
robbed sap from trunk
down to first root
Sapped and drained
sapped
and drained
sweet sugar
but of no use
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In t h e A r t G a l l e r y
1
before me is the unfinished sketch of a woman
hands on her ribs
holding it in
as the cloth slips down her body
she looks away
further from her a second set of hands
holds the air
reaches out
a white shadow around her breasts suggests
the erasure of another
study
model
body
what the reaching hands have forgotten
2
the girl next to me sits as I do
right over left
boots loosely laced
rose print hem mid-thigh
book on knee
steady and focused she is drawing
a painting I struggle to translate
a pale woman
stretched out and naked
on a sea green couch
her body arching towards the martini glass
waiting for the last drop to fall
V OL. N º 13.2
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3
at the last frame I am standing
next to my mother’s bed
every object in the scene is clear and solid
oak bedposts, crisp violet
sheets, the lace on our sleeves
the creaking pine floors
she is telling me something
softly
closer, closer
hands sliding over the quilt
but the hush of the room
drowns her
in the foreground I am caught
by the flame of the oil lamp
pushing through
each brush stroke visible
orange, yellow
orange, yellow
white
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A V i o l e n t S o u n d I n Almost Ever y
P la ce #21
Back to the pepper,
the elusive style
of the hipsters,
poetry of the almost
kitsch, the cool
consciousness region
of my generation,
growing beards
despite the heating
& I have found
they hate my clothes
& laud my sense
to be quiet, be still
& write those poems
about county fairs,
that always include
a girl without tattoos
getting choked
by a man with so much
ink the full story
loses all perspective.
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P O ETRY B Y DE NV E R JE R MY N

p ilo t li ght
one seat that shared breaths severed
shrinking to opposite sides of the room
sets of eyes unable to see
the distance or their own reflections
unspoken thoughts barrelled
through the centre deafening
the rattle of closing curtains
the shapes had been turned over
so often that the corners rounded
and fit too comfortably in the palm
doors open hallways of nests
and branches that snag
or close off rooms
when they’ve swelled
in their worn and tired frames
dust falls again
as soon as the cloth passes
cold creeps in soon after the heat
stops rising from the vents and gets
sucked through the cracks outdoors
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Ch in a C a bi ne t
grim as death row
porcelain on display
white faces shown
tattooed with gaudy
images oriental
prisoners judging
through glass
watching like god
over their old
collectors;
jailers of plates.
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A R evi ew of Ha it i G lass by L e n e l l e M o ïse. S a n
Franci s co : Cit y L ig h t s B o o k s , 2 0 1 4 . 8 4 p p.
Lenelle Moïse’s debut collection of poetry is a revelation. By turns painful,
lyrical, and inspirational, Haiti Glass exhibits Moïse’s gift for transforming everyday
life, from the tragic to the seemingly mundane, into memorable verse. Every single
poem in the collection—with themes ranging from natural disasters to sexual identity
to popular culture—feels fresh, urgent, and necessary.
Haitian by birth, Moïse draws upon her bicultural identity as a HaitianAmerican to great effect. Indeed, one of the strengths of this collection is how much
we learn about Moïse’s early experiences adapting to American life as a child immigrant and her later reflections upon Haiti, her homeland which she watches suffer
from afar. In one of the collection’s earlier pieces, a prose poem entitled “the children of immigrants,” Moïse explains that “The children of immigrants don’t get to
be children. We lose our innocence watching our parents’ backs bend, break” (14).
In another poem, “quaking conversation,” Moïse begins by referencing the 2007
earthquake which devastated Haiti. She tells her readers that “i want to talk about
haiti. / how the earth had to break / the island’s spine to wake / the world up to her
screaming” (1-4), before going on to detail Haiti’s tragic history of genocide, political corruption, and crippling debt. The strength of this poem, I think, is how Moïse
uses the 2007 earthquake as a springboard to discuss Haiti’s many “disasters” and to
consider the country’s destiny more broadly.
One of Haiti Glass’s most powerful poems is “life is another word,” in which
the poet recounts the horror story of a Haitian immigrant and her twelve year old
son being sexually assaulted by ten teenage boys at a Florida housing project. Unlike
the original news reports which took the “severe facts” (21) and edited them “down
to consumable / sound bites” (22-23), Moïse opts to examine the causes and effects
of this heinous crime. Of the ten boys she ponders “maybe they were replaying / an
ancestral memory? / what happened africa / before the middle passage?” (47), before
concluding that America is at least partly culpable for their crimes as it has ignored its
most impoverished. What makes “life is another word” so impressionable, apart from
its delicate treatment of a difficult story, is how Moïse uses sporadic rhymes (“first
22
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stubble” (92) and “trouble” (93)), word play (on the word “head” (110,111) for example), and varied metre to drive the narrative forward.
Other highlights include the tender “gift at sea” wherein the speaker explains
that her grandfather calls her “dry / nasty names” (2-3) when he finds out about her
love for another woman, despite the ironic fact that he bought her the typewriter
that allowed her to “name my self ” (16); “a bump of bony pelvis,” which explores
the speaker’s fascination with Michael Jackson, whom she deems “you mess of delicious gender” (31) and “our american disaster / our american dream” (42-43); and
“malden, massachusetts,” a poem about a mother who feels deeply the distance between herself and her children the day before her hysterectomy.
Haiti Glass is a beautiful and painful work that underscores the importance
of memory and the power of love. And despite much of the somber content in Haiti
Glass, it is clear that Moïse still wants to impart the message that life, in all its complexity, is very much worth celebrating. As the collection’s final poem, “anahata,”
emphasizes: “every tick, my friend, divine / confirmation: you are alive. beat. yes! /
you are alive” (18-20).

V OL. N º 13.2
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A Doubl e R e view: N at u re B oy … C i ty P l a n ne r
by Dalton D e r k s o n a n d A d a m L a n n a n . H u r t i n ’
Crüe Pres s, 2 0 1 4 . 1 6 p p.
Voi d by M i ch e l l e D u q u e t t e. H u r t i n ’ C r ü e
Press, 20 1 4 . 8 p p.
If Nature Boy and City Planner are pseudonyms based on Dalton Derkson
and Adam Lannan’s respective styles in their recent collaborative chapbook, Nature Boy…City Planner, then the almost consistently structured four-line stanzas of
Lannan’s poems as the City Planner compliment by opposition the free verse flow
of Derkson’s poetry. Split completely down the middle, this collaborative project is
structured so that all of Nature Boy’s poems appear in the first half and all of City
Planner’s pieces follow and conclude the collection.
Providing a strong opening for the chapbook, the Nature Boy pieces demonstrate Derkson’s unique and constantly strengthening poetic voice. Emphasizing
themes of excessive drinking, questionable politics, and, appropriately, nature, Derkson clearly has fun with his writing. In the last piece in his section, a prose-ish piece
titled “Beer Piss”, Derkson articulates the plight of an overly logical drunkard, yet
this does not seem amateur or juvenile. Derkson’s poems as Nature Boy are precise
even at their most alcoholic, as seen in the fittingly animalistic opening to “Animalism”: “take heed, my reptilian brain,/ as I pour this drink for you”. This precision
connects Derkson’s Nature Boy to Lannan’s City Planner, although Lannan’s preciseness is conveyed through the rhyming and structured verse of the chapbooks second
section. Despite the fact that Lannan’s attention to rhyme and structure occasionally
sacrifices syntax, the poems in City Planner’s section seem suitably critical of structures such as language or metropolitan design: “First impression on a second look/
Hands I falsely shook/ Mapping out sharp turns-/ Or crescents named for dead folk”.
Together, these two writers have produced an note-worthy collaborative chapbook to
restart Hurtin’ Crüe Press’ focus on split chapbooks by young and unpublished poets
and writers.
Contributing to this series of new Hurtin’ Crüe chapbooks, although not a
24
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collaborative collection, is Michelle Duquette’s second release, Void. Consisting solely
of an eight-part long-poem, this follow-up to last year’s Love & Paper Cuts (In/Words,
2013) is much more comprehensive and developed in Duquette’s style. The chapbook continues exploring themes present in her previous release, such as sex and love,
youthfulness, and mental health, but Void introduces a new focus on outer space and
the atmospheric influence on the Earth: “he was pointing at constellations/ but i was
looking at his hand”. Duquette contributes to a renaissance of confessional poetry
that is fearless of the content and more concerned with the expression of experiences.
Educated and exact, Duquette’s poetry might be extremely personal, but it is also
concerned with connection in the way that confessional poetry desires a recipient to
acknowledge, respond, and react to the admissions of the speaker. So, when Duquette
professes, “god i’m so lonely”, she does not do so with hopes for empathy or sympathy, but for human connection and understanding.
These two chapbooks from Hurtin’ Crüe Press demonstrate the strong and
strengthening connection that this small zine and chapbook press has with young
and talented writers. Allowing for poets such as Derkson, Duquette, and Lannan to
experiment and refine their poetic voices, Hurtin’ Crüe Press continues to publish
writing that thrives off of the kind of connection that Duquette desires from her
poetry in Void. By their own assertion, Hurtin’ Crüe Press desires the visceral, yet the
inward feelings are matched by the outward expression, offering chances of connection through these distinctive collections by young and growing poets.
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Co n t rib ut o r s
Marie-Andree Auclair lives in Ottawa. Since the publication of her chapbook Contrails (In/Words) in December 2013, she’s had a poem published in Bywords February 2014.
Amanda Besserer was born and raised in North Bay, Ontario. She moved to Ottawa
in 2006 to attend Carleton University where she edited In/Words Magazine, and
started the school’s first Feminist literary mag called Vagina Dentata. Amanda has just
started to write and publish again after a long hiatus. She achieved Master’s degree in
English Language and Literature in 2010.
Darren C. Demaree is the author of As We Refer to Our Bodies (8th House, 2013),
Temporary Champions (Main Street Rag, 2014), and Not For Art Nor Prayer (8th
House, 2015). He is the recipient of three Pushcart Prize nominations and a Best
of the Net nomination. He is currently living in Columbus, Ohio with his wife and
children.
dalton derkson is a prairie poet and publisher now residing in parts unknown. he
is the former world heavyweight champion of poetry and is currently in the hunt to
reclaim his title “by any means necessary.”
Nina Jane works with coffee, books and social media in Ottawa. She is a vegetarian,
loves her bicycle, chooses purple as her favourite colour & loves sci-fi television marathons. She has a BA in English Literature & Creative Writing, & an MA in Theatre
Studies.
Denver Jermyn currently lives, works, and studies in Toronto. He has been writing
poetry for as long as he can remember. His poetry has appeared in Vallum Magazine, BareBack Magazine, Chrysalis Zine, and most recently the BareBack anthology
Hearing Voices. Denver can often be found consuming immense quantities of peanut
butter.
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Janna Klostermann (@j_Klostermann) wrote this poem while biking along the
Rhine in Cologne, Germany. She remembers hitting the brakes and pelting it out
mid-bike ride. As glamorous as that sounds, she was grateful to polish it up—or perhaps reign it in—at the In/Words Writers’ Circle.
Christine Lyons is a student of English Literature with a concentration in Creative
Writing at Carleton University. She enjoys writing both prose and poetry, and hopes
to spend the summer writing and meditating on her rooftop. “Human” is her first
published poem.
Ian Martin is Carleton University student who writes poetry and causes trouble in
Ottawa. His work has appeared in Bywords and The Steel Chisel.
Elizabeth McGee is an Ottawa-based poet and singer-songwriter for Vedal Pearl, an
indie-folk band. She has a Masters of Arts from Wilfrid Laurier University, studied
songwriting at Berkley, and recently completed Humber’s Creative Writing (poetry)
program. Elizabeth’s poetry has been published in the Bywords Quarterly Journal,
Bywords.ca, In/Words Magazine, and had her poetry featured on CHUO FM radio.
Jennifer Pederson is an Ottawa poet, session musician, and music teacher. A graduate of the Humber School of Writing, she is the co-director of the Dusty Owl Reading Series and is currently working on her first poetry collection.
Sean Watson is a young man without prestige, skill, or direction, but instead possesses a cunning sense of self-deprecation.
Barely.
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Special thanks to Neil Voorneveld for his continued support and hard work with
making In/Words productions look their absolute best. Thanks to Bill the Bartender
and the Clocktower Brew Pub (575 Bank St.) for hosting The Reading Series, held on
the last Wednesday of each month, and to the Bridgehead Coffeehouse at 750 Bank
St. for giving us a space to host the Writers Circle, held at 7PM every Monday. Lastly,
thanks to everyone in our community that comes to our readings and showcases, and
especially those who came out to support us at VERSeFest where we were honoured
to showcase some of the talent in our community.
Epigraph Source: Frank O’Hara, “Personism: A Manifesto,” Yugen #7, 1961.
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Publishers, please address review copies to:
In/Words
1902 Dunton Tower
Carleton University
1125 Colonel By Drive
Ottawa, ON. K1S 5B6
Since its founding in 2001 by Prof. Collett Tracey and a handful of students, In/
Words Magazine & Press has evolved into a non-profit, student-run small press and
reading series. It is provided with a budget by the Carleton University Students’ Association and supported by the kindness of the Carleton University English Department and those within Ottawa’s writing community who wish to see its success. We
are always looking for new volunteers to support the arts and artists at Carleton
University and across Canada.
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